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Abstract: In maintaining the efficiency of coal mining, the stability of roadway plays a significant role,
as it is closely related to the production of coal and the safety of personnel. In deep underground
coal mines, the rheological deformation of roadway normally occurs, which affects its service life.
To address this problem, in this paper, a novel high-efficiency Jet Grouting (JG) technique was
presented, and its control effect on roadway stability was investigated. A creep test of a coal specimen
in a laboratory scale was performed, and its creep behavior was revealed. The rheology of the
coal mass surrounding the roadway was further analyzed according to the field-monitoring results
of roadway deformation. A time-dependent numerical model with a Burger-creep visco-plastic
model (CVISC) was established and validated by comparing the calculated displacement with in-situ
measurement. The JG technique was tested in the field, and its applicability and practicability
were confirmed. According to the validated model and field test results of JG, a numerical model
with CVISC by JG support was established to analyze the effect of JG on the roadway. The results
showed that the JG support can effectively reduce roadway deformation, optimize stress conditions,
and reduce the extent of the plastic zone around the roadway. The rheological properties of the soft
coal roadway were constrained and long-term stability was ensured. This pioneering work can guide
the application of JG for the stability control of roadways and promote the sustainability of coal
mining efficiently.
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1. Introduction

The efficiency and sustainability of coal mining are greatly affected by the stability of the
roadway (a transportation corridor) in underground mines [1]. Ensuring the long-term stability of
the roadway is a quite challenging task in deep coal mines, although recent advances in support
systems have been presented and utilized [2–5]. Experience and engineering practice have proven that
roadway stability is closely related to the time-dependent behavior of the surrounding rock mass [6–8].
Normally, the time-dependent deformation of the rock mass is called rheology. When driving a
roadway in poor geological conditions, such as weak rock mass and soft coal mass, the rheological
deformation of the roadway is more serious. To maintain roadway stability, some traditional
support techniques such as a bolting system, shotcrete, and steel sets have been utilized in some
cases [9–13]. However, most support systems fail over time because of the rheological displacement
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of the surrounding rock mass. Therefore, further reinforcement and maintenance are necessary,
which affects the service of the roadway and incurs high costs.

Many laboratory and field tests have confirmed that rock with high strength and integrity
exhibits lower rheological properties [14–18]. In accordance with this, the grouting technique as a
reinforcement method was applied to improve the physical and mechanical properties of the rock
mass. After grouting treatment, the strength parameters of the rock mass, such as the cohesion and
friction angle, increased considerably, and therefore its ability to resist rheology was enhanced [19,20].
However, for the roadway in a soft coal mass, it is difficult to utilize conventional grouting techniques,
as the groutability and diffusion radius of the soft coal mass are severely limited [21].

To address this issue, a pre-grouting method—namely Jet Grouting (JG)—was introduced to
reinforce the coal mass. The JG technique was invented for foundation treatment and it has been used
for tunnel construction by improving soil strength before tunneling [22–25]. In practice, high-pressure
cement grout is injected into a soft coal mass and mixed with coal particles cut by a high-velocity jet, and,
therefore, a “coalcrete” composite with high strength is generated. By this technique, the properties
of the original soft coal mass are deeply changed, and the formed coalcrete can be further used to
construct coalcrete columns around the roadway profile. After roadway excavation, some additional
support materials, such as shotcrete and U-shaped steel sets, can be applied and combined with
preformed coalcrete columns, and, consequently, a JG support system is generated [26]. As this is a
relatively new technique in coal mines, reports about the application of JG on the support system are
limited. In addition, the control effect of JG on roadway stability has not been revealed. As described
above, the rheological properties of the soft coal mass had a negative effect on roadway stability, and,
thus, it is necessary to evaluate the support of JG in controlling the time-dependent behavior of the soft
coal mass surrounding the roadway.

In this study, the rheological properties of a typical coal roadway were revealed, and the mechanism
of the control effect of using JG support on roadway stability was investigated. A creep test of a
coal specimen was conducted to analyze the creep behavior. Then, based on the field measurement,
the rheological behavior of the roadway was obtained. A time-dependent numerical model was
established and validated by comparing the roadway displacement from the calculation with field
monitoring results. Furthermore, according to the field tests of JG and the validated model, a model
with JG support was established, by which the control effect of JG on roadway stability was revealed.
The mechanism of JG in controlling the development of deformation, stress conditions and the plastic
zone around the roadway was systematically analyzed. The results are very encouraging and can
guide the application of JG in coal mines.

2. Time-Dependent Behavior of a Soft Coal Roadway

2.1. The Geological Setting

A typical soft coal roadway is located at Guobei coal mine, in Huaibei coalfield in the east of China.
The buried depth of this roadway is around 700–750 m. A conventional retreat Longwall Top Coal
Caving method (LTCC) was utilized. A designed support system (i.e., rock bolts, U-shaped steel set,
and shotcrete) was applied to such a roadway (see Figure 1a). The coal—with a thickness of around 10
m—is extremely soft, and collapse and spalling normally occur when tunneling a roadway (Figure 1b).
The immediate and main floors are 2.0 m thick mudstone and 15 m thick sandstone, respectively.
The immediate roof with mudstone is 2.7 m in thickness, and the main roof with sandstone is 23 m in
thickness. A field test of such soft coal is shown in Figure 1c,d; an intact coal sample can be easily
crumbled just by hand. The fractures and cracks were full in the coal mass, because of the frequent
tectonic movement of coal layers in this coalfield historically. Such soft coal mass easily experiences
rheology. The poor geological conditions normally cause the failure of the original support system,
and, therefore, a larger deformation of the roadway occurs.
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Figure 1. The geological setting of the studied roadway: (a) the original support system; (b) the collapse
and spalling in soft coal mass; (c) a soft coal sample in hand; (d) the coal sample in fragmentized
coal particles.

2.2. Creep Behavior of Soft Coal Specimen

As described above, the rheological soft coal mass had a negative effect on the roadway stability.
Thus, a uniaxial creep test with multi-stage loading was performed on a soft coal specimen to evaluate its
time-dependent property. A constant loading (σ1) was applied on the specimen and maintained for a certain
time (t1); then, the loading was increased to σ2 and kept CONSTANT from t1 to t2. Then, the mentioned
procedures were repeated several times until specimen failure. The sketch maps of the loading and
strain–time curve are shown in Figure 2. The creep results of the coal specimen are shown in Figure 3.
It is clear that the soft coal specimen under various loadings displayed time-dependent strains during
the creep stages of the tests. The specimen began to creep under a small stress condition (0.25 MPa).
Normally, with lower stresses, the creep of the coal sample exhibits a two-stage creep behavior (stage A,
decelerating creep, and stage B, uniform creep behavior), as shown in Figure 3b. With an increase in stress,
sometimes the specimen directly fails during its loading process (the last loading is shown in Figure 3a).
Overall, it has been indicated that the time-dependent behavior of soft coal cannot be ignored.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 18 
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic sketch of loading on uniaxial creep test and the data processing of the
strain–time curve.
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Figure 3. Uniaxial creep test results under different stresses, showing the changes of axial strain versus
time: (a) full creep curve under various stress; (b) creep curve under stress of 0.75 MPa.

2.3. Field Observation of Roadway Deformation

The field measurements of the roadway deformation were obtained (shown in Figure 4). As can be
seen, the roof-to-floor displacement and sidewall convergence demonstrated time-dependent features.
With the increase in time, the displacement of the roof and sidewalls evidently increased. The maximum
convergence of the sidewalls and roof-to-floor displacement reached 880 mm and 310 mm, respectively.
In 300 days, this roadway experienced re-excavation and reinforcement several times, which meant the
rheology of the soft coal mass affected the roadway stability severely.
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Figure 4. Measured convergence and deformation rate of roadway: (a) convergence; (b)
deformation rate.

Then, the deformation rate of the roadway was calculated by the monitoring data (shown in
Figure 4b). Similar to the creep behavior of a coal specimen, there were also two rheology stages
(Stages A and B) of the roadway. Stage A showed that the displacement rate decreased quickly,
in around 60 days, and the maximum values of the sidewall convergence rate and roof-to-floor
convergence rate were 33.5 mm/day and 23 mm/day, respectively, showing a decelerating rheological
characteristic. The deformation rate in Stage B was small but still larger than zero, signifying the
rheological deformation increased gradually.

3. Time-Dependent Numerical Modeling and its Validation

3.1. The Numerical Model of the Roadway by Conventional Support

A FLAC 3D (fine difference code) numerical model was established to simulate the deformation
properties of soft coal roadway (Figure 5a). The size of the roadway, the lithology of strata, and their
corresponding thickness were consistent with the real situation. To minimize the boundary effects,
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a domain 60 × 60 m was selected at XZ direction, which was about ten times the span of the roadway
section. In the YZ direction, the length was set as 100 m and the studied cross-section was chosen
in the middle of the roadway. The element size and aspect ratios were refined near the roadway
and gradually increased outwards. The support structures, such as rock bolts and shotcrete, were
generated in the model by cable and shell structural elements, respectively. The U-shaped steel sets
were simulated by shell element by converting their supporting effect to equivalent elastic modules of
the shell. The properties of the support materials are given in Table 1. Some monitoring points were
set on the roof, floor, and sidewalls of the roadway to obtain the displacement (shown in Figure 5b).
The vertical stress and horizontal stresses applied to the model were taken from the literature about
this coal mine [27].
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Figure 5. Numerical model for conventional support: (a) the established 3D model; (b) the details of
the roadway section in the model.

Table 1. The support materials used in the numerical simulation.

Parameters, Unit Rock Bolt U-shaped Shed Shotcrete

Elastic modulus, GPa 200 200 30
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.25 0.15

Diameter/thickness, mm 22 15 100
Unit weight, kN/m3 - - 24

Length, mm 2400 - -
Pre-tensioning, kN 80 - -

3.2. Burger–Creep Viscoplastic Model (CVISC)

One of the objectives of this study is to reveal the rheological behavior of the soft coal mass
around the roadway. To simulate the time-dependent behavior of the soft coal mass, the Burger–creep
viscoplastic model (CVISC) was adopted to model the coal mass, which was effective at reflecting
the rheological properties of the rock or coal mass, and was confirmed in the literature [3,7,14,15].
In CVISC, the rheological parameters ηM, GM, ηK and GK represent the time-dependent behavior of
the unit element corresponding to a Burgers model (visco-elastic constitutive law), while C, ϕ, and
E denote the elastic–plastic behavior of the unit element, corresponding to a Mohr–Coulomb (M–C)
model [28]. A back-analysis method was referenced to obtain the rheological parameters of the coal
mass [29]. The results are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Back analysis results of rheological parameters of the soft coal mass.

ηM (MPa.d) GM (MPa) ηK (MPa.d) GK (MPa)

1.41 × 105 1.36 × 102 2.54 × 107 2.21 × 102
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3.3. Properties of the Rock Mass

Based on the field measurement, the time-dependent behavior of the rock mass was not obvious
compared with the coal mass, and, consequently, the M–C model was used in the surrounding rock.
According to the engineering geological investigation, the rock mass rating (RMR) was inferred from
underground mapping, and then the rock mass quality was determined by the geological strength index
(GSI). Then, the rock mass properties were calculated based on the following equations (Equation (2)
to Equation (12)) in the literature [30–32]. The results were summarized in Table 3.

GSI = RMR− 5 (1)

where GSI means the value of the geological strength index, and RMR is the value of rock mass
rating classification.

Table 3. Rock mass properties.

Rock Unit
Rock Material Properties Rock Mass Properties

mi
Density,
kg/m3

σci,
MPa

Poisson’s
Ratio, ν

Ei,
GPa RMR GSI c,

MPa φ, ◦ σt,
MPa

Emass,
GPa

Sandstone 9 2690 85.8 0.22 18.6 72 67 3.45 42 0.79 12.5
Mudstone 9 2700 38.5 0.29 3.61 40 35 1.24 27 0.30 0.4

Coal 30 1420 7.0 0.39 5.0 35 30 0.98 24 0.15 0.50

The general form of Hoek–Brown criterion is given as:

σ1 = σ3 + σci

(
mb
σ3

σci
+ s

)a

(2)

where mb, s and a are the rock mass constants; the following equations can be used for the calculation
of the constants:

mb = mi10(
GSI−100
28−14D ) (3)

s = 10(
GSI−100

9−3D ) (4)

a =
1
2
+

1
6

(
e−

GSI
15 − e−

20
3

)
(5)

By setting the σ3 to zero, the uniaxial compressive strength of rock mass (σcm) is calculated.
Similarly, the tensile strength (σt) of rock mass is calculated by setting σ1 = σ3 = σt.

σcm = σcisa (6)

σt =
sσci
mb

(7)

The global rock mass strength is more useful when the estimation of overall strength is required
without detailed knowledge of the failure propagation process, as in the considered case in this study.
The global rock mass strength is calculated as follows:

σcm = σci
(mb + 4s− a(mb − 8s))

( mb
4+s

)a−1

2(1 + a)(2 + a)
(8)

In order to calculate the rock mass deformation modulus, two GSI based empirical equations are
widely used:

Emass = Ei

0.02 +
1− D

2

1 + e((60+15D−GSI)/11)

 (9)
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In this study, D, the disturbance factor, is assumed as zero. It is also possible to obtain the equivalent
cohesion (c) and friction angle (φ) of the rock mass for the design tools based on Mohr–Coulomb
failure criterion:

φ = Sin−1

 6amb(s + mbσ3n)
a−1

2(1 + a)(2 + a) + 6amb(s + mbσ3n)
a−1

 (10)

c =
σci[(1 + 2a)s + (1− a)mbσ3n](s + mbσ3n)

a−1

(1 + a)(2 + a)
√

1 + (6amb(s + mbσ3n)
a−1)/(1 + a)(2 + a)

(11)

where σ3n = σ3max/σci.
For underground openings, σ3n should be determined for each case depending on the depth of

the opening:
σ3max

σcm
= 0.47

(
σcm

γH

)−0.94

(12)

In Equation (12), γ is the unit weight of the rock mass and H is the depth of the underground
opening below the surface.

3.4. The Critical Time-Stepping

The time in the CVISC model in FLAC is different from time-independent constitutive models such
as the M–C model. For creep runs in CVISC, time-step means real time, while in statics analysis modes,
the time-step represents a virtual value for stepping the steady–state condition. Thus, the calculated
displacement by the numerical model with CVISC is related to real time, and the monitoring results
from the model can be used for comparison with the in-situ measurements. Then, the accuracy of the
model and its input parameters can be validated.

3.5. Validation of the Established Model

A 300 day creep run was set in the established model, and the monitoring results are depicted
in Figure 6. Ten representative time points (i.e., 0, 1, 3, 7, 15, 30, 60, 120, 150, 300 d) and their
corresponding displacements were select from all calculation results (as shown in Figure 6a by the red
circle). The deformation rates at these points were further calculated (as shown in Figure 6b by the red
circle). As can be seen, compared with the field measurement, the simulated results were close to the
real displacement, not only in tendency but also in specific values, confirming that the time-dependent
model and its input parameters are reasonable and accurate.
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4. The Numerical Model of the Roadway by JG Support

4.1. The Field Tests of JG

As mentioned above, the JG method can improve the mechanical properties of the soft coal
mass and therefore reduce the deformation of the roadway. To examine the applicability of the JG,
a field test was conducted (shown in Figure 7a). With the drill stem withdrawing in the drilling
hole (reverse speed of 20 cm/min), the high-pressure cement grout (23 MPa) with a high jet velocity
rotated and cut the coal mass (rotating speed of 18 r/min), then mixed with coal particles, and, finally,
a coalcrete column was formed. In the field, parts of the soft coal mass around the roadway profile
(approximately 400–600 mm in range (Figure 7b)) could be replaced by coalcrete after JG application.
This meets the requirements of a roadway support system by coalcrete columns and indicates that the
JG technique in a soft coal mass is practicable and promising.
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4.2. Mechanical Parameters of Coalcrete

The coalcrete is a composite with high strength and a high deformation modulus. Considering its
size effect, a series of shear tests and compressive tests with various sizes of specimens were carried
out to determine mechanical parameters (Figure 8). The coalcrete specimens (50, 100, 150, 200 mm)
were prepared in the laboratory (shown in Figure 8a). The cohesion and friction angle of coalcrete
were obtained by shear tests (Figure 8b), and the deformation modulus and compressive strength
were gained by uniaxial compressive tests (Figure 8c). Furthermore, according to the fitting functions
mentioned in the literature [33,34], the empirical equations, reflecting the size effect on the strength
properties of coalcrete, were further established. By using these equations, the mechanical parameters
of coalcrete with 400 mm in diameter were determined and are given in Table 4.
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Table 4. The mechanical parameters of coalcrete.

Mechanical
Parameters

Cohesion
(MPa)

Friction
Angle (◦)

Elastic Modulus
(GPa)

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Values 3.71 30.2 4.56 2.64 0.24

4.3. Numerical Modeling of JG Support

Based on the validated numerical model, the field test results of JG, and the mechanical properties
of coalcrete, a JG support system, including jet-grouted coalcrete columns, rock bolts, and U-shaped
steel sets, was proposed and further modeled in FLAC3D to examine its control effect on roadway
stability (Figure 9a). In coalcrete columns, the M–C model was employed, and the minimum size of
elements was set as 0.1 m to minimize the size effect (Figure 9b). In this model, the stress conditions,
boundary domain, constitutive model, and support materials such as shotcrete, rock bolts, and U
shed were consistent with the original model (shown in Figure 5). To investigate the positive effect of
coalcrete in controlling roadway stability, the time-dependent behavior of the surrounding coal mass
was simulated for 300 days. The observation points (shown in Figure 9b) monitored the displacement.
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JG support system.

5. Stability Analysis of Rheological Roadway by JG support

After the installation of the JG support system, the roadway deformation, stress states,
and plastic zones around the roadway were studied to reveal its control effect on roadway stability.
Therefore, some typical days after roadway excavation were selected (i.e., 3 days, 15 days, 30 days,
300 days) for further analysis and comparison.

5.1. The Deformation of the Roadway by JG Support

The horizontal displacement of the roadway after JG support is depicted in Figure 10. As can be
seen, with the increase in time, the moving areas of the sidewalls of the roadway gradually expanded
(Figure 10a,b). After 15 days, the movement of the two sidewalls was not obvious. From 30 to 300 days,
the horizontal displacement increased slowly (Figure 10c,d). The movement range of the surrounding
coal mass was basically unchanging, and the displacement values were relatively small in this period.

The vertical displacement of the roadway after JG support is displayed in Figure 11. It can be seen
from Figure 11a that, after the excavation of the roadway (3 days), the displacement of the floor was
obvious, and that value accounted for the majority of the total floor deformation. With the increase
in time, the roof and shoulder of the roadway also began to deform (Figure 11b). After 15 days,
the deformation around the roadway was basically stable (Figure 11c). By 300 days, the vertical
deformation of the roadway did not increase significantly, and only the movement area in the coal mass
slightly expanded, owing to the long-term creep behavior of the soft coal mass on the roof (Figure 11d).
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Figure 10. The horizontal displacement of the roadway by JG support with time: (a) 3 days; (b) 15 days;
(c) 30 days; (d) 300 days.

Furthermore, the monitoring displacements of the two sidewalls, roof, and floor over time are
shown in Figure 12. It is clear that the tendency of roadway deformation was divided into two stages
(Stages I and II). In Stage I, within 15 days, the cumulative deformations of the sidewall and roof were
just 83 mm and 76 mm, respectively. Interestingly, there was no obvious decelerating rheology of the
roadway by JG support at this stage. At Stage II, the coal mass in the deep sidewalls experienced slow
rheology, and the time-dependent deformation only accounted for about 15% of the total displacement
(100 mm). In terms of the development of roof displacement in this stage, the rheological deformation
only accounted for about 5% of the total displacement (80 mm). It is interesting to note that the
deformation of the floor was not obvious and was consistent with traditional support. This is because
most of the areas in the floor were not in support, and therefore parts of rock mass still failed. It should
be pointed out that, although failure happened, the residual strength of the rock mass was still high,
and consequently the value of the floor heave was very small (28 mm) in all stages.

Generally, the results showed that, for the horizontal and vertical displacement of the roadway,
the JG support scheme was effective for restraining the rheological deformation, reducing the total
displacement and stabilization time of the roadway. Specifically, compared with the conventional
support system, after JG support, the roof-to-floor convergence reduced from 197 mm to 107 mm:
a 45% reduction. The sidewall convergence of the roadway by JG support decreased from 880 mm to
310 m: a 65% reduction. The stabilization time reduced from 60 days to 15 days: a 75% reduction.
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Figure 11. The vertical displacement of the roadway by JG support with time: (a) 3 days; (b) 15 days;
(c) 30 days; (d) 300 days.
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Figure 12. The roadway deformation of the sidewalls, roof, and floor; (a) deformation of the left and
right sidewall; (b) deformation of roof and floor.

5.2. The Stress States around the Roadway by JG Support

The distribution of the maximum principal stress around the roadway by JG support is depicted in
Figure 13. After the roadway excavation, a large stress release zone appeared as there was no effective
support on the floor (Figure 13a). At the same time, the stress concentration appeared on the two sides
of the roadway. Then, the high stress transferred from the shallow sidewalls to the internal sidewalls,
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roadway vault and roadway shoulders (Figure 13b), forming stress concentration zones. Such behavior
of stress movement showed that some yield failures of JG columns in sidewalls occurred, while the JG
columns in the roof still had a bearing capacity. From 30 days to 300 days (Figure 13c to 13d), due to
the slow creep behavior of the coal mass, the range of the stress release zone and stress concentration
area slightly increased.
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Figure 13. The maximum principle distribution around the roadway by JG support with time: (a) 3 days;
(b) 15 days; (c) 30 days; (d) 300 days.

In addition, a monitoring line (shown by a red dashed line in Figure 13a) was set in the middle
of the roadway to obtain the changes in maximum principal stress with time (1, 3, 7, 15, 30, 60, 150,
300 days). The monitoring results are shown in Figure 14. As can be seen, the stress in the coalcrete
column increased with the distance to the roadway surface (about 0.4 m within the JG columns). With
the increase of time, the peak value of stress in JG columns gradually decreased, indicating that the JG
columns gradually failed, and the corresponding bearing capacity decreased. However, the minimum
peak value in the JG column was about 15 MPa, which was far greater than 4.9 MPa in the coal mass
(reflecting the bearing capacity of the coal mass). With the increase in the distance from the roadway
surface, the maximum principal stress in the coal mass gradually increased, until the second peak
value of stress (22.08 MPa). This value in the coal mass was close to the initial stress (19.2 MPa),
demonstrating that a lower stress concentration accumulated in the coal mass, and therefore JG support
optimized the stress conditions around the roadway effectively.
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Figure 14. The changes in the maximum principal stress along the monitoring lines with time.

The distribution of the minimum principal stress around the roadway by JG support is illustrated
in Figure 15. After roadway excavation (Figure 15a), there were no tensile stresses in the surrounding
rock mass, due to the reinforcement effect of the bottom corner of the roadway. However, there was still
a large stress release zone in the floor as parts of the floor failed. With the increase in time, some small
stress concentration areas gradually appeared near the roof and bottom corner of the roadway and
basically remained stable (Figure 15b). From 30 to 300 days (Figure 15c to 15d), these areas were
slightly enlarged by the rheological effect of the coal mass, but the stress concentration areas were not
obvious, signifying that the JG support system can optimize the minimum principal stress around the
roadway efficiently.
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Figure 15. The minimum principle around the roadway by JG support with time: (a) 3 days; (b) 15 days;
(c) 30 days; (d) 300 days.
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5.3. The Development of Plastic Zones of the Roadway by JG Support

The development of the plastic zone around the roadway with time is depicted in Figure 16.
After excavation (Figure 16a), there was no obvious damage on the roadway vault, but most parts of
the floor failed. With the increase in time (Figure 16b), the plastic zone extended into the sidewalls,
and the roof was also damaged to a small extent. The development of the plastic zone was basically
in a stable state in this period. The failure zones of the roof, floor, and sidewalls did not noticeably
expand from 30 to 300 days (Figure 16c to 16d). It is noted that, even at 300 days, the failure areas in the
sidewalls were still within the anchoring range of the rock bolts, which avoided the sudden collapse of
sidewalls. It should be pointed out that the plastic zones around the roadway cannot be eliminated
absolutely. The most economic and efficient way is to stabilize the damage zone into a reasonable
range. Overall, the proposed JG support system can reduce the plastic zone to a controllable extent
and maintain the long-term stability of the roadway.
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Figure 16. The development of the plastic zone around the roadway by JG support with time: (a) 3 days;
(b) 15 days; (c) 30 days; (d) 300 days.

6. Conclusions

In this study, based on the laboratory creep test of the coal specimen and field measurement of
the roadway, the rheological behavior of the soft coal roadway was revealed. A time-dependent 3D
numerical model was established and validated by in-situ roadway displacement. According to the
field tests of Jet Grouting (JG), a numerical model of the rheological roadway by JG support was further
generated and investigated systematically. The mechanism of JG support on roadway stability was
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revealed by analyzing the roadway deformation, stress distribution, and plastic zones of the roadway.
The main results of the study are as follows:

1. According to the geological setting, the soft coal mass had a negative effect on the roadway
stability. The creep test results showed that the soft coal specimen exhibited a two-stage creep
behavior, i.e., decelerating creep and uniform creep.

2. Based on the in-situ measurements, the roadway deformation also demonstrated two-stage
rheological behavior. A large rheological deformation with a large deformation rate occurred,
and the conventional support system could not control the stability of the roadway.

3. A CVISC model was adopted in a 3D numerical model to simulate the rheological properties
of the roadway. Based on the field measurement, the model was validated, confirming that the
input parameters and the time-dependent model were reasonable and accurate.

4. As per JG tests in the field and laboratory, a numerical model of the roadway with JG support was
proposed, and its control effect on roadway stability was systematically analyzed. The results
showed that the JG support could efficiently reduce roadway deformation, optimize the stress
conditions and reduce the extent of the plastic zone. The rheological properties of soft coal
roadways were constrained, and the long-term stability was guaranteed by JG support.
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Abbreviations

JG Jet Grouting
σ Constant loading
t Time
ε Strain
ηM Maxwell viscosity
GM Maxwell shear modulus
ηK Kelvin viscosity
GK Kelvin shear modulus
CVISC Burger-creep visco-plastic model
M-C Mohr-Coulomb
RMR Rock mass rating
GSI Geological strength index
mb Rock mass constants
σcm Uniaxial compressive strength of rock mass
σt Tensile strength
D The disturbance factor
c Cohesion
φ Friction angle
γ Unit weight of the rock mass
ν Poisson’s ratio
Ei Intact rock modulus
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